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LIP SHINE with CBD
This silky, lightweight formula glides on smoothly and
boosts lips, adding hydration and a high-shine glossy
finish.

LIP MASK
with CBD
Treat your lips to some TLC!
This buttery leave-on lip mask
will restore, soften, and
condition dry cracked lips
leaving them refreshed and
super moisturized.

CLEAR

ALOE MOISTURIZER

with CBD and COLLAGEN
This lightweight formula is enriched with Aloe,
CBD, and Collagen to leave skin feeling smooth
and moisturized.

liquid shadow
primer
Prep your lids for our Liquid Metal Shadows.
Formula will make the colors pop and keep it
long-wearing and crease-free.

black
brown

medium
brown

REFINE BROW
automatic liner
This NEW thin-line pencil is great for
precisely filling in and defining brows.
The high-tech formula is sweatproof,
smudge proof, and waterproof for
long-wear over 10 hours.

natural
blonde
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light
brown

age defying
eye primer
Prep eyelids for an all-day, crease-proof
shadow application. Now in a sleek
easy-squeeze tube.

BRUSHES
Two NEW cruelty-free, vegan, high-quality synthetic brushes to round out all of your
makeup application needs.

angled brow

angled brow duo

MID-SIZE EYE SHADOW
gunsmoke
(an ashy brown)

maize

(a mustard yellow)

sandstorm
(a cool light brown)

A trendy mix of warm and cool neutral mattes for a wide variety of high
fashion looks, from simple everyday eyes to glamorous dramatic lids.

ciabatta

churro

(a cool beige)

(a warm brown)

acapella
(a cool mauve)

oregano
(an olive green)

adorn

(a neutral mauve)

metallic velvet shadow

Super soft formula that delivers powerfully bold metallic pigments in one swipe!

blueprint
(a periwinkle blue)

enchanted
(a blue-green w/
gold sparkle)

warrior
(a silvery taupe)

firecracker
(a warm pink/
gold undertone)

LIPSTICKS
Stay on trend this season with these high-pigmented
shades. The colors glide on smooth and won’t feather
or fade.

tinted
lip balm
primrose
(a bright pink)

nude peach

(pale beige w/orange
undertone)

Treat your lips to hours
of vitamin-rich moisture
with these stylish sheer
shades.

begonia
Matte
(a medium
fucshia-pink)

whipped

Crème
(a mauve-nude pink)

amaretto
Crème
(a light nude)

luxury
ll cream
More luxurious than ever before! These
luscious, pigment-saturated liquid lipsticks
deliver long-lasting, super creamy lip color with
a high-shine finish.

slumber

(a muted mauve)

forbidden
(a rosy brown)

swoon

(a rosy tan w/
a peach undertone)

teddy

fascination

(an almond brown
w/ red undertone)

(a nude baby pink)

temptation
(a light beige pink)

bb cream
The Ultimate 5-in-1! Prime, Moisturize, Correct, Brighten, and Perfect!
Our lightweight formula provides light to medium coverage and self-adjusts,
instantly blending for a flawless, natural finish.

natural

(a light medium)

deep natural
(a medium dark)

CASING OUR S
PARKLING
SHOW

illuminator collectio
n!

liquid
highlighter
A highly-concentrated illuminator
that can be worn alone, layered,
or mixed into your favorite beauty
product for an incredible luxe
shimmer effect on the cheeks, lips,
and body.

copper
bronze

rose
quartz

body beam

The ultimate multi-purpose glitter stick. Simply swipe along the décolleté,
arms, legs, or even cheeks for a sheer swatch of sparkle. Get creative. These are
meant to be fun!

DISCO
(a silver)

MILLENNIUM
(a gold)

AREA 51

(an iridescent lime)

PANTONE 2020 COLOR OF THE YEAR
CORPORATE
HEADQUARTERS
laboratory/factory
44 Executive Blvd.

“CLASSIC BLUE”

Indulge your beauty line
with a variety of these
elegant shades of blue!

Farmingdale, NY 11735 USA
1 (631) 454-0444
1 (631) 454-0445
1 (800) 345-3448

MIAMI BEACH
florida showroom
407 Lincoln Road Suite 10J
Miami Beach, FL 33139 USA
1 (305) 674-1333
1 (631) 674-1184 FAX

sugar
plum

1 (800) 263-5743

Bold Effect
Lipstick

DELRAY BEACH
florida showroom
Coral Trace Office Park
Suite C-102
2065 West Atlantic Avenue
Delray Beach, FL 33445 USA
1 (561) 272-2008
1 (561) 272-2014 FAX

vibrant
blue

1 (800) 392-4889

Lash Excellence
Mascara

ladyburd.com
sales@ladyburd.com
@ladyburdcosmetics

CIELO

Liquid Metal
Eye Shadow

DYNASTY

Mid-Size Frosted
Eye Shadow

